Kasbah du Toubkal

Morocco’s Premier Mountain Retreat

“This is the country’s first and foremost mountain retreat.”
Condé Nast Traveller
Kasbah du Toubkal

“The scenery is magnificent. The friendliness and consideration of the staff are outstanding and the hammam was terrific after Toubkal. One of the most enjoyable experiences in my two-and-a-half years in Morocco.”

Anthony Layden, former British Ambassador to Morocco, after a visit to Kasbah du Toubkal

Kasbah du Toubkal is an extraordinary venture, the product of an imaginative Berber and European partnership with a shared belief that the beauty of the Toubkal National Park should be accessible to all who respect it. To this end the Kasbah has been transformed, using traditional methods, from the home of a feudal baron into a multi-award-winning Berber Hospitality Centre, one that provides a variety of accommodation and event possibilities to meet everyone’s requirements. Formerly the preserve of the mountaineer or the intrepid explorer, Jbel Toubkal, the highest mountain in North Africa, the national park that bears its name and the mountain villages of the Imlil Valley were out of reach to anyone other than those who were happy to lay their head on a rolled up blanket under canvas or share the very basic amenities of a rustic gite. From ‘a ruin with one building that stood out like a rotten tooth in an otherwise empty mouth’ the Kasbah has become a welcoming environment for those seeking a comfortable mountain refuge with beautiful rooms in a stunning setting and a fully self-contained apartment with panoramic views over Jbel Toubkal and the surrounding mountains. It is this mix of accommodation types that takes you away from the conformity of standard hotel life, with the opportunity to exchange stories and experiences with other world travellers with many a yarn to tell. But you will never feel crowded, the Kasbah has been designed with pockets of privacy where you can sit quietly with a book, bask in the sun or simply watch the mountain world go by from rooftop terraces.

The Kasbah is not a hotel in the traditional sense, more an extension of the hospitality that stems from the home of the Berbers who run it; to tamper with this would destroy that special unquantifiable ingredient that makes visiting the Kasbah such a special and valuable experience.

It is worth flying out to Morocco for just one night in this remarkable hotel, a role model for how tourism can help, not hinder.

Barnaby Rogerson
Cadogan Guides

Castle in the sky - one of my favourite places on earth. The location is dreamy the scenery spectacular, the cuisine excellent, the staff outstanding and the warmth and genuine hospitality that welcomes you is second to none. I’ve organised three yoga holidays to the Kasbah and have already booked for my fourth, as the setup, layout and catering met our every need.

Fenella Lindsell - yoga-forever.com

If you would like to follow life at Kasbah du Toubkal and discover more about the enigmatic country that is Morocco you can subscribe to our quarterly magazine by visiting our website kasbahdutoubkal.com

bookings@discover.ltd.uk

We have a selection of downloadable pdfs that give more detailed information about our services and facilities. Please contact
Morning brings a view so extravagantly handsome that you can only smile at the cheeky way it checks off those travel-writing clichés - but for me where the Kasbah comes up trumps, even beyond its food and unabashed luxury is in the friendliness of its staff.

Financial Times

The Kasbah offers:

(Click on text in red for more information.)

- 11 en-suite rooms, 3-bedroomed private house and 3 Berber salons ideal for families and groups
- 4 en-suite-bedroom remote trekking lodge (trek in and out)
- Day and overnight treks including ascents of Mt Toubkal (13,665ft)
- Day excursions from Marrakech including lunch and guided walk
- Corporate and private exclusive rentals available
- Conference facilities for group activities (yoga, meetings etc.)
- Inclusive holidays around Morocco

The icing on the cake is Kasbah du Toubkal a castle in the High Atlas Mountains, with rooftop views of North Africa’s highest peak, Jbel Toubkal. If there’s a better place to sip mint tea, they’re keeping it a secret.

The Sunday Times

Kasbah du Toubkal has built an envious reputation as conference centre for those searching for a venue that inspires, one that provides peace in a spectacular and remote location whilst providing the best of modern equipment. Steve Carter of Apter Development, a company specialising in running leadership training courses internationally, has used the Kasbah's conference facilities regularly since 2000. “It’s a unique combination of a very arcane character that you can never quite get your head around. A mixture of Berber hospitality – and with the Berber people hospitality is a real, meaningful word – and English eccentricity. Absolutely delightful.”

Morning brings a view so extravagantly handsome that you can only smile at the cheeky way it checks off those travel-writing clichés - but for me where the Kasbah comes up trumps, even beyond its food and unabashed luxury is in the friendliness of its staff.

Financial Times
Kasbah du Toubkal

Moroccan experts since 1978 can arrange:
- Lunch excursions from Marrakech
- Special events, incentive tours, seminars, conferences and off-sites
- Field study trips, community service and educational tours
- Mule trekking (with muleteer-guide)
- A complete service for groups and individuals travelling around the whole of the fascinating Kingdom of Morocco

www.kasbahdutoubkal.com
email: kasbah3@discover.ltd.uk
Kasbah du Toubkal, BP31, Imlil, Asni, Marrakech.
Tel: +212 (0)5 24 48 56 11
Fax: +212 (0)5 24 48 56 36
Mobile: +212 (0)6 61 91 85 98

Contact Discover Ltd at:
Timbers, Oxted Road, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8AD, UK
Tel: + 44 (0) 1883 744392
Email: bookings@discover.ltd.uk
www.kasbahdutoubkal.com
Discover Ltd is a member of:

Download a free copy of

REASONABLE PLANS
The Story of the Kasbah du Toubkal

from our website
kasbahdutoubkal.com